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BLEAK - WOOD

by Antony Pearce
English and Creative Writing

Thatched huts,

tin cans,

burning rubbish

through this land.

Words of courage

Acts of intelligence

Overcome

past irrelevance.

But, still rebuilding,

from those deadly leaders‐

One’s who persecuted

Murdered, cleavered

the poor civilians

Who had done no wrong?

Apart from birth

under scorching sun

then thrown into trucks

so dim and so smelly;

helpless women and children

could not do any.

Watched people murdered,

sometimes their own.

To think that’s the history

of Cambodia’s throne.
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12: 54hrs
“The Camorra”. The name resonated through DI Allen 
Hemmingway’s ears only to be quelled by the audible 
thumping of his heart. The usually boring but necessary 
morning  briefs on criminal activity in Coventry was never 
more interesting than a half arsed attempt at an armed 
robbery or joyriders but today was different.

DCI Sam Drake stood in front of a whiteboard, trusty 
marker in hand, “gentlemen...and lady” nodding at DI 
Karen Smith, “please, quiet”, the mumbles of those present 
subside, “The Camorra are in Coventry”, raising his hands 
to quell any new murmurs from the confused 
and slightly nervous audience, “I would like to introduce 
one of our colleagues from Aberdeen, DCI Ross Clyde.

Nodding to the audience of uniformed and plain clothed 
officers, DCI Ross Clyde took a step forward “thank you Sam. 
Get yer notepads ready fellas, this is going to be heavy.” “We 
believe that members of the Camorra organised crime group 
have infiltrated Coventry and are beginning takeover a large 
proportion of the construction work with in Coventry City 
centre, notably the new university buildings. The Camorra 
originates from Naples although we believe them to have no 
centralised structure of leadership. The reason I have taken 
the 9 hour journey from Aberdeen to here is that as early 
as the 1980’s, the Camoraa have conducted illicit activities 
such as trafficking illegal cigarettes and drugs throughout 

Aberdeen and Scotland and now we believe that they are 
attempting to replicate this here.”

Amid the silence of the audience, a single hand rises slowly 
only stretching out halfway “Sir, why Coventry? Why not 
Birmingham or somewhere bigger?” with an audible sigh, 
DCI Clyde responded “well, Coventry, like Aberdeen 
is quiet and small enough that there is no major tanti‐
organised crime police but big enough that money can be 
made here through licit and illicit activities. The new bars 
and shops that have sprung up in recent years were put 
down to investment due to students but in reality, the same 
thing happened in Aberdeen, they launder money through 
these, they are engrained in the society here and they have 
been for some time.”

DCI Drake stood up “ok, I think we’re all interested to know 
what we’re going to do about this so without further ado...” 
spinning the whiteboard around, a detailed map of Coventry 
with markers placed at varying locations is unveiled “ we are 
going to track these basta...people down and dismantle their 
organisation. Our first objective is intelligence, what do we 
know? Well, very little, that is why today, we are to observe, 
I say that again OBSERVE, addressees across the city.”

14:16hrs
Armed with a list of addresses, DI Allen Hemmingway 
and DI Karen Smith set out. Hemmingway knew that the 
addresses they were going to observe had been selected for 
a reason but he couldn’t think of anything worse than being 
sat around for hours. Opening up his laptop, Hemmingway 
began to search for recent arson attacks on small businesses, 
he knew that if the Camorra were extorting local businesses 
then someone would have made a stand and refused to pay 
leading the Camorra to ‘encourage’ cooperation.

“Turn left here!” Hemmingway snapped, nearly reaching for 
the steering wheel. “we’re going to 234 Lavender Avenue...
Johal Newsagents, the telegraph says their car was set alight a 
few days ago. That was my old beat, there’s never any trouble 
there.”

14:34hrs
Pulling in, Hemmingway and Smith parked in the seemingly 
tranquil neighbourhood. Approaching the shop, Smith 
notices burnt debris near the kerb and a strong viscous smell 
of burnt plastic and metal. As Hemmingway opened the door 
to the shop a bell jingled, reminding him of his childhood 
when he would go to the corner shop to buy sweets for 
himself and cigarettes for his mum. “Hello” Hemmingway 
boomed, filling the shop with his resonate voice. A small man 
of approximately 60‐65 peered over the counter, “hello, can I 
help you?” he seemed timid and unsure as to why someone 
had announced themselves instead of collecting their items 
and approaching the till. Rustling past floor to ceiling multi‐
bags of crisps, Smith answered “hello Sir, I am DI Smith 
and this is DI Hemmingway, we were...” cutting off his 
partner mid‐sentence, Hemmingway continued, “...we were 
wondering if you could talk to us about the incident with 
the bins”

Raising his hands to his chest and rubbing them in so form 
of self‐comforting gesture, the old man retorted, “I have told 
you all there is to know, it was kids, young kids. Now leave 
me alone!” Confused by the old man’s reaction to relatively 
innocent question, Smith attempted to reassure the old man 
that they are there to help, “Sir please, I understand you are 
scared but we are here to help.” The old man slowly stopped 
rubbing his hands although by now they were visibly red and 
dry, Smith continued, “we know it wasn’t kids that burnt your 
bins. Can you tell us who it was?”

Leaning in the old man began to whisper as if surrounded by 
eavesdroppers, “they came a week before the fire, they said they 
know where my daughter works and where my grandchildren 
go to school, they said they’d hurt them if I didn’t pay. I’ve 
heard all sorts of crap like that before, doing this job you get 
used to it, you don’t refund something and suddenly they are 
in your face but this was different.” Somehow the calming 
female voice of DI Smith had calmed the man, Hemmingway 
stayed silent, he preferred to listen anyway. “I gave them all 
the money I had but they said it wasn’t enough, they came 
back the next day but I don’t make enough money to give 
them you see. Early the next morning I received a call from 
the fire brigade saying that there had been a fire, I rushed in 
but luckily, it was just the bins. When I opened the shop to 
see if there was any damage there was a note on the floor.” 
Reaching under his till, the old man produced small note, 
written on it “PAY this is only the start”. Hemmingway new 
that incremental increases in harassment was a Camorra trait, 
especially during extortion. Leaning in Hemmingway asked, 
“Did you see what car they were driving the two times they 
visited you?”

The crumpled body of Ross Clyde lay on the ground. 
A red mist of blood seemed to hang in the air as Gamoni stood brandishing a sawn‐off shotgun. 

Looking down at his clothes, Gamoni realised what he had just done, he had killed a man. 
Trembling, he dropped the weapon and stumbled back, blood dripping down his cheap nylon shirt. 

Gamoni was not a killer; he was a pencil pusher, a driver at best, a nobody in reality.



Thinking for a second, the old man whispered even 
quieter “yes, yes! It was a black BMW 3 Series, I didn’t 
seen the number plate.” With a reassuring smile, 
Hemmingway whispered “thank you.”

15:00hrs
Briskly walking back to the car Hemmingway 
exhausted “I know where they are! Call Clyde, get 
him and the rest of the team and tell them to bring 
the big red key.”
“What’s the big read key?” Smith asked feeling as 
though she should know already, “the battering 
ram we use to take down doors” with a smirk and 
simultaneous chuckle, Smith dialled DCI Clyde.

17:00hrs
Earlier in the week Hemmingway had read a report 
of a black BMW 3 Series which had refused to 
stop, the car was registered to a Mr Gamoni but the 
address listed was a Henley Lane construction depot, 
not the owners home. Pulling up just outside of 
the construction depot gates, several armed officers 
including DCI Clyde lined up and prepared to 
breach the depot perimeter and then the site office 
door. Intelligence had shown that the Camorra 
often appoints an individual with no criminal links 
as a weapons keeper who is paid monthly for their 
services, the weapons are often stored far enough away 
that they cannot be linked to the Camorra but close 
enough that they can be used if needed, nevertheless, 
Hemmingway never trusted intelligence reports, 
often quoted as saying “the term ‘police intelligence’ 
is almost oxymoronic.” 

17:10hrs
DCI Clyde in the lead, the assault team poured into 
the construction depot, spreading out, expecting 
contact at any minute. A loud reverberate thud 
signalled that the assault team had gained access to 
the building. Hemmingway moved up, Smith in tow. 
Inside were three men say at a kitchen table, they had 
been caught off guard but the lurid and incessant 
outcry of “Police!” would mean that the whole 
neighbourhood would be aware of who was visiting.

17:30hrs
Clearing the rest of the building was relatively easy 
although time consuming. The occupants were 
arrested and taken back to the station for processing 
whilst Clyde, Hemmingway and Smith as well as 
other detectives began to investigate the building in 
more detail.

17:50hrs
Entering a small Kitchen, DCI Clyde reached for a 
glass from the above cupboard, in doing so he noticed 
a small handle. Turning the handle, the entire kitchen 
began to rotate, Clyde included. A startled young 
man appeared on the other side. BANG!

17:54hrs
The crumpled body of Ross Clyde lay on the 
ground. A red mist of blood seemed to hang in the 
air as Gamoni stood brandishing a sawn of shotgun. 
Looking down at his clothes, Gamoni realised what 
he had just done, he had killed a man. Trembling, 
he dropped the weapon and stumbled back, blood 
dripping down his cheap nylon shirt. Gamoni wasn’t 
a seasoned killer, he was a pencil pusher, a driver at 
best, a nobody in reality.



W R I T T E N  W O R D
Joseph Audsley, English and Creative Writing

The world was a white, blank canvas inside the leather bound 
notebook in front of the Author. In his head rested stories worth 
telling, characters worth reading and scenarios worth writing. But 
where to begin? The page as white as snow laying in front of him 
unmarked, like the break of a winter morning. But, even snow 
needs to be marked eventually by tire-tracks and foot-prints. So 
the Author put his pen to the paper and began.

He envisioned Simon Calander: as a young man, 21 years of age. 
He wrote his eyes to be a light blue and his hair to be the unkempt 
brown, stereotypical of a student. He carried around a satchel 
and wore a multi-coloured scarf that complemented the long, 
dark trench coat that reached down his lean legs, to his gaunt 
knees. Simon Calendar was thus named as he was a punctual, 
calculated man who planned everything and was not one who led 
himself to the spontaneous or the rash. His opinions were seldom 
unheard and he was always one to speak out if he found anything 
unsatisfactory.

“Excuse me,” said Simon, tapping the author on the shoulder with 
his lanky arms and near scared him to death. 
“Yes, you. Excuse me.”
“Ahh!” he screamed launching of his chair and over the desk. 
“Who are you? What are you doing here?”
“Umm, you just wrote me,” Simon said. “Are you as forgetful as 
you are stupid?”
“You’re Simon?” enquired the Author in disbelief. It couldn’t 

be true but, everything about this man in front of him was just 
what he wrote on the sheet: the same unkempt hair, the satchel, 
the coat, the skinny legs. He was so much like how the Author 
imagined him that it seemed impossible for him not to be.
“The very same,” Simon said. “And I have a bone to pick 
with you!”
 “Umm, what’s wrong?” asked the Author.
“Well I have great concern with my character. He seems boring 
and mechanical. I feel you have got me all wrong,” Simon said, 
folding his arms to show his discontent.
“I’m sorry?” he replied, baffled as to how he was capable of getting 
a character he created wrong.
“Well you should be,” Simon said. “Also, why is it I can only say 
things. Did you ever learn that it’s bad writing to repeat the word 
‘said’?”
“Well I thought it would be funny, you know. Your name’s Simon. 
It’s humorous to have a character who only says things. Because 
of Simon says,” explained the Author with a certain apprehension 
due to the stare he was getting from Simon’s light blue eyes. The 
exact eyes he imagined, and wrote not a moment ago.

“Well I’m not amused,” Simon said. “But since it’s apparent that 

you are not going to alter that any time soon I guess there is no 

point in trying.”

“Well I’m not amused,” Simon said. “But since it’s apparent that 

you are not going to alter that any time soon I guess there is no 

point in trying.”

The Author didn’t know where to begin. So many questions 

ran through his head and he didn’t know how to approach this 

oddity. “Where did you come from?” 

“I don’t know you haven’t told me yet,” Simon said.

 “What?”

“You have to tell me otherwise I have no idea. What is wrong 

with you? Do you know what you are doing?”

“No I just wanted to write and-“

“Yes, you’re writing. So write me.”

The Author didn’t understand. What had he done to create life 

with words? Could he replicate it? 

“I don’t understand” was the only thing he could muster.

“Mate, you’re just writing,” Simon said. 

“This happens all the time. You need to tell me where 

I’m going.”

“But I don’t know what you mean,” said the Author.

 Simon sighed, “Who is your favourite author?”

“Umm, Terry Pratchett,” Stated the Author, confused. “Why?”

“Everything he has written is real,” Simon said.

The author was still confused. “How is it?”

“He created it.”

 “It’s all real?” This was so surreal for the Author.

 “Yes and it’s still going on, even after his death it still carries 

on. The only problem is there will be no books about it. You see 

books are just fissures from your world to the other one. Every 

book is a story that is placed in the world but apart from that it 

is free to continue as it wants.”

“So, everything that is written is placed in another world?” 

asked the Author.

 “Another universe,” Simon said. “A well written book is just a 

stronger look at the world they have set in motion.”

 The Author looked at the piece of paper, as white as snow, 

and thought about what was really out there. Middle Earth, 

Discworld, Westeros. All real and viewable through the words 

of a book.

“You can create anything and the world you have invented 

will be at your disposal,” Simon said “I’m sure people will be 

shocked when they start reading this little conversation.”

The Author froze as he took in what Simon said. “What do you 

mean? So I’m just a character in a book?”

“Everyone is. Someone wrote you, who was written by someone 

in another world, created by another writer. Everything is a 

product of something else.”

“So,” the Author was trying to wrap his head around it. “Hitler 

was created by a book?”

“Judaism was created by a book,” Simon said. “And so was every 

religion. That is why all religions are real.”

“The titanic sunk because of a book?”

“Ice was invented because of a book.”

The author sat down and stared at the pages in front of him.

 “Do you want me to leave you to write?” Simon said, and 

without a response from the Author, he left to the world which 

was being manufactured for him.



MEDU SA
by Wasley Hayles

You’re built like a goddess, it’s in your soul

Tingling to the touch - your glow creates a glorious glare

Like a hypnotic light drawing in your next victim

You have me and you are the key to my passion. 

A sip of the Patrón potion horrifies me to the core

Senses confused, the walls close in on my reality

The disgusting aura highlights the error of my judgement

You’re the Medusa hiding behind my queen

The sight draws my stomach to reject the thought of you in my mind

I need to escape!

You are not this in the light, the darkness conjures her sweet bitterness

Soon the war of thoughts begin to ease, but is this you?

Or did the tonic reveal the truth behind your mask

I saw your soul - the ugly deformity dressed in the suit of an angel

I hope you all see it too.



I  L AY  AWAKE
by Eliot Hall, Games Technology

I lay awake, haunted by the memories of my past,

Drifting between them, unsure of how long the spell would last,

Recalling with bitterness the choices that I had made,

And hoping beyond anything that they could, one day, fade… 

I lay awake, haunted by the memories of my past,

Drifting between them, unsure of how long the spell would last,

Recalling with bitterness the choices that I had made,

And hoping beyond anything that they could, one day, fade…

I lay awake in broken dreams, restless nights, empty sleep,

Reliving mistakes; losing that which I could never keep,

Surrounded by darkness and overwhelmed by my sorrow,

How long until the sun would rise and bring me tomorrow?

I lay awake, hours upon end, no rest, no respite,
Tossing and turning as my mind festers with awful blight,
The silent screams echo through my mind as I lose control,
And the burning of regret fills the abyss of my soul,

The sun would rise and bring forth light upon the darkened world,
One day, I hope that the light, upon me, may be unfurled…



UN LOAD  PROM PT LY
Seb Charlton, English and Creative Writing

Upon arriving at university,

Never have I encountered such complexity,

How does one confidently say,

Is washed with white or darks?

I’m just not cut out for this lark.

As I approach the machine,

But my hands start to sweat.

I’ve never read good housekeeping magazine...

I have no idea what this symbol means...

Will this setting clean my jeans?

Or shrink them to death.

As washing my clothes.

If light grey,

It’s quite obscene,

Come on.

Take a breath.

You can do this.

I go to open the beastly thing,

And alarm bells start to ring...

It won’t open.

I’ve been hoping,

For a stress free wash.

I could’ve sworn,

I’m not hopeful anymore.

That on the beastly thing there lies,

Quite visible to the eyes,

A sign which reads:

“UNLOAD PROMPTLY”

Yet this gives no explanation,

But rather increases my frustration,

When the person before me,

Left their clothes in there for all to see,

With 0 minutes left on their cycle.

Keep calm. You can go to another machine!

There’s eight here!

It has to be,

That at least one is free.

All eight beastly things,

And eight, great, big fat noughts,

What is the etiquette in this situation?

I naively thought.

Blipping their mockery at me from the LED display.

In this cold, intimidating communal washing station?

(It’s certainly not to render the machines useless with 
your tardiness.)

I resist the temptation,

As the minutes go by,

To unload their clothes myself.

They can even use my bag which I,

In textbook preparation,

Brought to the washing station.

And I’ll hang it for them,

On these convenient little pegs.

No. they don’t deserve it.

Can’t they use their legs?

A fire burns within me.

The sign which said ‘UNLOAD PROMPTLY’?

And I’m not even cut out for this lark.

That’s enough washing for today.

Didn’t they see?

I saw it clearly –

That’s it, I’m done.

As if the stress of laundry alone isn’t enough to ruin my 



THE GARDEN

The garden is beautiful. Where are you?

I wish, wandering and looking around

Has the Angel taken the one I knew?

I’m looking at the flowers that you grew

They are as perfect as the day you left

The garden is beautiful. Where are you?

I can hear clearly your words, as you threw

The flowers that were cut from life too soon

Has the Angel taken the one I knew?

The gnome that you loved so is in my view

I remember the way that you laughed. Please

The garden is beautiful. Where are you?

I stroll through the wooden arch and into

The secret only some were aware of

Has the Angel taken the one I knew?

I know that one day I will pass right through

This pain. I need you to know‐ I miss you

The garden is beautiful. Where are you?

The Angel has taken the one I knew.

Ana Taylor, English and Creative Writing
M USIC  B OX D O LL

Twirling endlessly on the music box
With a placid smile painted on her face,
Shrouded in colour, alone bar the clock’s
TICK TOCK TICK TOCK, she cries, 
trapped in her stocks.
She dances with a manufactured grace,
Twirling around on the music box
To a light melody. A couple lock
Eyes, dancing, neglectful in their embrace.
Shrouded in colour, alone bar the clocks
She plots, at night, as cunning as a fox
To escape, run away from such disgrace,
Twirling endlessly on the music box.
Yet, in her hurry she tumbles and drops
To the floor, landing in a pile of lace.
Shrouded in colour, alone bar the clocks
She cries and she cries until her hope stops.
Her body brazenly stuck to the base,
Shrouded in colour, alone bar the clocks
Forever twirling on a music box.

Zoe Little, English and Creative Writing

LEMON ADE

Love is lemonade. Your Soul is thirsty and desperately longs to be quenched. It’s not water, it’s not milk. 

It’s God’s alcohol and Devil’s medicine. It’s a misty watery light in a brittle pot, but it’s alive.  You can see 

its fizzy dizzy breath. And you drink it slowly. It’s sour but with every drop it become sweeter. Sometimes your 

tongue may feel that blade touch again and I know it hurts. But you have to remember, what’s in your hands is 

made from both scars and smiles. Those come together, dance together and leave together. And you continue to en-

joy your drink until the very end. The final moment, the greatest one. Your mouth is full of mini pleasure crystals. 

You’re not thirsty anymore, but you have to decide: to grow the sensation or to kill it. Maybe you would like a beer.

by Andreea Stahiea, English and Creative writing



LIFE
by Andreea Stahiea, English and Creative writing

A leaf slowly fly

‐ The wind throw it in the sky ‐

It’s fade in greatness

HIS  PERCEPTION

by Aarushi Shetty, 
English and Creative Writing

“Darling be nice to Grandpa” my 
mother said as she kissed me goodbye. 
“Goodbye Dad, enjoy the summer” 
she said as she entered the porch of 
the lovely farmhouse I was staying in 
for the summer. I walked and stood 
by grandpa as I played with my lose 
strands. He smiled at me and tiny 
wrinkles formed around his eyes and 
cheeks which made him look adorable. 
“It will be a wonderful summer with 
my company Anne, I promise you” he 
said as he placed his hands tenderly on 
my shoulders. I grinned back and held 
his arm to help him walk back to his 
rocking chair. I sat on the stool beside 
him after offering him the lemonade I 
prepared for both of us. We both clanked 
our glasses together and I giggled as he 
joyfully said “Cheers”. We took our 
first sip together not daring to lose eye 
contact. As Grandpa placed his glass on 
his lap he said “Do you believe in magic 
Anne?”I abruptly stopped playing with 
my lose strands and my eyebrows shot 
up, “What do you mean Grandpa?” I 
said, confused.
“It’s a simple question Anne, do you 
believe in Magic?” he asked again I 
smiled and thought about it and he 
waited patiently. 
“You mean like a magic trick?” I asked in 
confusion and Grandpa laughed “Dear, 
dear it’s not a trick or illusion” He said 
and shook his head. “Like a Disney fairy 

and guardian angel or pixies?” I said 
unsure about my answer. His features 
softened as he said “Remember seeing 
‘Magic’ in everything, it was not pixies 
or fairy or a Disney kind of magic” he 
said. “I don’t understand” I said smiling 
as I knitted my eyebrows together in 
confusion. He stood up from his chair 
and I stood up to help him balance 
“It’s true, as people grow they lose their 
ability to believe in certain things ‐ or 
remember” he said and started walking 
towards the small study table where his 
walking stick stood. “Come on Anne, I 
want to show you something” he said 
gulping down the last portion of his 
drink.

He was acting mysterious today. I had 
never seen him so secretive around me 
ever. “So are you showing me...magic?” I 
asked raising an eyebrow and he smiled 
at me and gestured me to follow. I locked 
the front door while he hummed a 
familiar tune. I smiled remembering the 
days he sang ‘toy soldier’ to me. I softly 
held his hand and we walked down the 
path towards the open field by the lake 
behind the farmhouse. The wind blew 
and Grandpa’s hat almost flew, I held it 
for him and smiled as he closed his eyes 
feeling the breeze. “Felt that?” he asked 
and I nodded as soon as he glanced in 
my direction. “The whisper” he said and 
I frowned. He did not clear the confusi-



-on surrounding me instead we continued walking. 
“Wait here” he said and turned around, he gestured 
me to turn around and I did as I was asked. There in 
front of me I saw a beautiful site. The colour of the 
sky had turned into a mixture of orange, red, pink 
and purple and a little tinge of yellow right at the tip 
of horizon could be seen. I involuntarily smiled as I 
watched fireflies fly out and dance around, the flock 
of birds danced in the sky in sync with the fireflies. 
Wind blew mildly and I heard leaves rustle and I 
enjoyed every bit of watching the sun set along with 
this beautiful scenario.
“This is beautiful” I said as I glanced back at Grandpa 
after the last bit of yellow tinge disappeared. The 
sky turned into a darker shade making the tiny dot 
of stars twinkle in the clear sky. Grandpa smiled 
and we walked and stood right in front of the lake. 
Grandpa dipped his fingers inside the water and 
asked me to do the same. I excitedly dipped my 

finger inside the now lukewarm water and formed 
ripples in it as fireflies danced around the water. We 
pulled our finger out simultaneously and I watched 
as little blue dot glowed inside the water and my 
eyes widened.
“Feel the breeze, watch around you, Listen Carefully 
Anne...” Grandpa said “...the whisper of the breeze 
that is appreciating the beauty of nature, the glow 
fish and the fireflies... the stars and the changing 
colour of the sky. The twinkling stars decorating the 
sky. My voice lingering in the air, our breath that 
we breathe... the tiny ripples that we see in the lake 
water, it’s all so...”
“Magical” I finished the statement as I stood there 
awestruck.
“Life is magical” he said as he draped his arm around 
my shoulder and I agreed.




